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Introduction 

Healthy animal tissue plays a vital role within the esthetic look of 

the smile. Animal tissue recession offers inartistic look. Dramatic 

aesthetic results are obtained with the versatile silicone polymer 

animal tissue mask which may be wont to correct deformities 

remaining when management of damaging periodontitis. This case 

report presents a animal tissue corrective to hide anterior animal tissue 

recession. An easy two-stage impressionistic technique is delineated, 

sanctioning to provide comfy and accurately fitting masks that are 

terribly stable throughout use. Animal tissue illusion/gingival 

epenthesis wont to replace lost tissue once alternative ways like 

surgery or regenerative procedures were thought of unpredictable or 

not possible. The silicone polymer mask could also be used as 

associate interim live to enhance the looks of anterior crowns when 

initial periodontics medical care for esthetic and to permit time for 

healing the institution of periodontics stability and prognosis. Gingival 

recession and loss of interdental papillae might cause useful, acoustics 

and esthetic issues. Many surgical and medical procedure ways are 

suggested correcting animal tissue defects. Surgical correction is 

suggested in minor recession case wherever as in severe recession 

cases as in our case prosthetic appliance (gingival epenthesis/illusion) 

to mask the defect is healthier suggested. This prosthetic appliance 

mimics original tissue contours. The animal tissue epenthesis is 

straightforward to fabricate, that provides an easy and safe different 

answer for medical procedure management of defects. Animal tissue 

epenthesis is classified as removable, fastened and removable with 

fastened attachment. Varied materials are used for animal tissue 

illusion like pink self -cure acrylics, heat-cured acrylics, porcelains, 

composite resins, silicone-based soft materials. Chemical element 

primarily based soft material is most typically used because it provides 

associate esthetic answer that is comfy and accurately fitting. Fastened 

corrective offers comfort and self-confidence to with patience 

however are restricted in things like poor plaque management, 

unstable periodontics health, high tooth decay activity, significant 

smoking and famed allergic reaction to silicone polymer. Animal 

tissue defects are often treated with surgical or prosthetic approaches. 

Surgical suggests that are effective once little volume of animal tissue 

is lost. Once animal tissue defects involve multiple teeth, surgical 

procedures are of restricted use. 

Animal tissue veneer/gingival mask or animal tissue epenthesis is 

of import in such cases. this sort of corrective is associate intermediate 

answer till a permanent answer are often achieved or are often used 

once alternative ways like surgery or regenerative procedures were 

thought of unpredictable or not possible. Animal tissue corrective is of 

extensive importance, particularly in patients World Health 

Organizations general health makes them unsuitable for perennial 

surgical operations and who want improved aesthetics following 

surgical treatment. It’s a non-invasive, simple, economical treatment 

choice with straight forward maintenance after insertion. Smile pattern 

of patient ought to be classified before beginning treatment. Smile are 

often classified as; commissure smile (it is commonest smile pattern, 

spontaneous smile leads to a most movement of the commissure), 

dogtooth smile (shape of the lips are unremarkably visualized as a 

diamond) and complicated smile (key characteristic of this smile is 

that the robust muscular pull and retraction of the lower lip downward 

and back). Our patient had a commissure smile pattern. These 

prosthetic epenthesis are versatile enough to interact the undercuts and 

to be aware with none harmful forces on the concerned teeth. The 

corrective ought to be removed when food intake and may be 

completely clean. It mustn't be worn throughout night times. It ought 

to be unbroken in a very dental appliance cleansing answer whenever 

not in use ne'er is left outside the moistened surroundings because it 

may cause distortion. Brushing the corrective helps to stop the 

appliance from turning into for good stained. It’s best to use a brush 

that's designed for cleansing dentures. Disadvantages of epenthesis 

are; poor patient compliance, food impaction and associated 

microorganism growth, and possibilities of breakage or discoloration 

of the corrective. Even with some disadvantage, animal tissue 

corrective fulfills the immediate esthetic would like of the patients. 

Gutta-percha is far and away the foremost universally used solid core 

passageway filling material employed in passageway treatment. It 

exists in 2 phases, alpha and beta part. 

 

3D Obturation 

Once heated, it exists in alpha part that is tacky, sticky and non- 

compatible. however once cooled all the way down to the beta part 

shrinkage happens, and also the degree of shrinkage is often larger 

than the degree of enlargement . The aim of obturating the ready 

passageway area is to eliminate all avenues of escape from the rima or 

the per radicular tissue into the foundation canal system and to seal 

among the system any irritants that can't be absolutely removed 

throughout canal cleansing and shaping procedures. Once the 2 

dimensional photography look of root canals is unacceptable and 

escape is high, then the importance of 3D obturation involves play. 

The 3D obturation leaves no area for the lateral canals to cover. In our 

study, Thermafill and Calamus were used as obturating materials and 

also the volume inadequacy was compared. This was done to make 

sure that material has the utmost voids when obturation and higher 

ability to seal canal, each being 3 dimensional obturating materials. 

Thus the volume-rendering technique used with the assistance of 3D 

whorled CT is that the most correct mode of depiction of 3D volume 

of the obturated canals. It permits the practicing to ascertain the filling 

from all angles not like radiographs that offer two-dimensional 

reproductions. The voids at varied axial levels are often calculated. 

Results of our study indicated that Thermafill showed additional 

deviation from passageway volume as compared to Calamus. 3D 

obturation was higher with calamus as compared to thermafil. This 

could be explained by the actual fact that calamus initial creates 

associate top plug then a back fill obturation is finished, therefore it 

provides an improved 3D obturation whereas Thermafill flows 

through all of the canals 
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